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Secura Key Launches 
New Standalone Reader Kit  

 
CHATSWORTH, CALIFORNIA - Secura Key announces that it’s simple but powerful RK65KS 
reader is now available in a Kit, which contains everything needed to control access to a single 
door.
 
The Radio Key® RK65K is a fully programmable, standalone single door access control system.  
This password-protected, robust, indoor/outdoor standalone proximity card reader can manage 
up to 65,000 individual users with sequentially-numbered cards or tags, Users are added and 
deleted easily with an RK-HHP handheld programmer.  
  
For future expansion capability, the reader has a Wiegand output, which can be connected to a a 
multi-door access or telephone entry system, if desired.   When used as part of a larger system, 
the local card memory and relay may be used for degraded mode and other special functions, 
such as controlling lighting and HVAC.   
   
The cards and tags used with the RK65KS-KIT1 are fully compatible with Secura Key's 
SYSKIT 2-door proximity access control kits.  
     
Distributors and dealers can now order using a single part number.  The kit takes the guesswork 
out of selecting the right components, and it ensures that when the dealer arrives at the 
installation site, that he has everything he needs to complete the installation.  
  
The RK65KS KIT1 includes: 

• 1 RK65KS reader  
• 10 RKKT-02 keytags  
• 1 RK-HHP handheld programmer  
• 1 RKPS 12VDC Power Supply  
• Installation and instruction manuals.   

The compact, shrink-wrapped box has an attractive 4-color sleeve, and it fits easily onto 
distributor shelving.  Just add a Door Locking Device or Gate Operator with Separate Power 
Supply and Cable for a Complete Single Door Access Control System.
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About Secura Key
For over 40 years, Secura Key has manufactured access control systems, cards, keytags and 
readers.  Originally well known for its Barium Ferrite TouchCard™ products, Secura Key now 
provides software-based systems with proximity technology, and also supplies HF contactless 
smart card readers and credentials to the RFID industry, as well as UHF cards and keytags.  
Secura Key also offers in-house custom card manufacturing and 4-color printing in a wide 
variety of card technologies.   
  
Secura Key’s manufacturing plant and general offices are located in Chatsworth, California. 
Further information on Secura Key is available at http://www.securakey.com. 
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